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Biography
Margaret Page, Founder of Beyond the Page Coaching and Etiquette Page is a
strategic and empowering Executive Coach and Etiquette Expert, based in beautiful
Vancouver, Canada. As a highly dedicated and results-oriented entrepreneur, she has an
eye for helping organizations and individuals achieve immeasurable successes with
their personal and professional goals. With over 30 years of success as an entrepreneur
and business leader, Margaret provides an extensive wealth of knowledge, experience,
and education to her clients. Margaret is also the author of several books and is a highly
sought after keynote speaker.
With a passion for helping others achieve clarity, creativity, and confidence, Margaret
offers a unique approach in her training and development programs that are custom
designed to meet her client’s needs and values. Margaret inspires her clients’ creativity in
business, political, and personal arenas by enabling their inner capacities to solve
challenges and gain the confidence to achieve success. From executive business leaders
and entrepreneurs, to athletes, politicians, and individuals in transition, Margaret has
collaborated with many to unlock their potentials in extraordinary leadership,
presence, and power.
Extensively accredited, Margret is certified from the prestigious Protocol School of
Washington and also holds certifications in Executive Coaching, Neuro-Linguistic
Programming (NLP), Cultural Intelligence, and Corporate Etiquette and International
Protocol. Committed to ongoing professional and personal development, she is an active
member of numerous professional associations for Coaches, Trainers, and Speakers.
Business Etiquette Expert
Margaret’s genuine interest in etiquette and protocol began at a young age. From an
unforgettable dining experience in First Grade, where she was told by her older brother to
be on her best behaviour, an unforeseen mishap took place. What Margaret thought was a
bowl of grapes turned out to be olives – which Margaret’s five-year old self did not
fancy. With no idea what to do with herself, or the olive in her mouth, and too scared of
embarrassing her older brother, Margaret resorted to graciously removing the olive into a
napkin. The very next day, Margaret saved her pennies to purchase dining etiquette
books.
Margaret’s appreciation for the highest standards of etiquette and protocol heightened as
she transitioned into an entrepreneur. Offering business etiquette and international
protocol services, Margaret inspires her clients, giving them the essential skills and
confidence required to handle any situation with style and finesse.

	
  

	
  
As a business etiquette expert, Margaret has been trained and certified by the
prestigious Protocol School of Washington and also holds certifications in Corporate
Etiquette and International Protocol, and Cultural Intelligence. Margaret offers
business etiquette presentations, workshops, group sessions, teleseminars and
private consultations.
Professional Speaker
As a highly sought after keynote speaker, Margaret has delivered speeches at
Toastmasters International, Lakeland College, and many more.
Margaret’s motivating and empowering keynote speeches include an array of topics
including leadership, goal setting, and positive thinking.
As a dynamic keynote speaker, her keynote speeches truly enables individuals to gain the
calm of confidence and uplift themselves in their personal and professional lives.
Certified Coach
Margaret partners with her clients to work smarter, dream bigger, and live a far more
joyful and inspired life. With continued support, clients find themselves contributing at
a much higher level and engaging with a much richer game of life.
As a certified coach, Margaret provides clients with essential skills and tools, helping
them build the clarity, creativity, and focus to achieve their goals. From entrepreneurs
to athletes, professionals and people in transition, Margaret helps her clients find focus,
build efficiency and eliminate overwhelm by strengthening their personal foundation.
By providing her clients with the confidence to proceed, they have the tools and
resources to achieve goals and overcome challenges. Margaret establishes a professional
and friendly relationship with her clients that allow them to work smarter, dream bigger,
and be more fulfilled in their personal and professional lives. Through ongoing support,
Margaret ensures that her clients are continuously achieving their goals and visions.
Margaret has completed master-level training in Neuro-Linguistic Programming and
advance-level training in Personal and Business Coaching. As an impactful certified
coach, Margaret provides interactive seminars and custom designed private
consultations that meet her clients’ goals.
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Margaret is the author of The Power of Polite, Mapping Your Path, Blueprint for Success
and an illustrated card set, “Cognito: Modern Wisdom for Dining and Social Etiquette”.

	
  

